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○ Much of the world’s data lives in the enterprise
○ This data is part of the fabric of our lives, and it is basically symbolic.

○ How do we turn rudimentary schemas into ontologies…
○ ...and “graph-like” data into graph data?
○ Not only in isolated “knowledge graphs”, but from the ground up?

○ In this presentation:
○ Data, schemas, and standardization at Uber
○ Designing graph data models for the shape of enterprise data
○ Composable mappings between data models
○ An open-source tool (Dragon) for data model transformations





○ 15,000,000+ trips per day
○ 75,000,000+ monthly active riders
○ 1,000,000,000,000+ Kafka messages per day
○ 100,000,000,000,000,000+ bytes of data in HDFS
○ Insert more zeros and commas here...



○ Microservices in Uber’s IDL registry:
○ 3000+ Thrift and Protocol Buffers IDLs

○ Datasets in Uber’s data catalog, Databook1:
○ 260,000+ Hive tables
○ 15,000+ Kafka topics
○ 6000+ MySQL and PostgreSQL tables
○ 2000+ Vertica tables
○ 1000+ “other” datasets

○  Schemaless, Cassandra, Gairos, Apollo, Pinot, etc.

[1] https://eng.uber.com/databook

https://eng.uber.com/databook/


○ Sensor data
○ GPS and IMU data, device status, Wi-Fi, etc.

○ App events
○ UI events, messaging, trip and order workflows, etc.

○ Imported data
○ Geolocation datasets, external apps, etc.

○ Combination of symbolic and numeric data
○ Relatively little semi-structured data outside of user interaction

○ Form input
○ Applications of NLP and conversational AI



○ Entities
○ Higher-level events

○  Trips, orders, support tickets, promotions, etc.
○ Long-lived business entities

○ Users, organizations, vehicles, documents, places, etc.

○ Numeric artifacts
○ Features, metrics, aggregate time series, etc.
○ Attached to entities
○ Often parameterized by time and/or location



○ Each of our 3000+ services and 300,000+ datasets has a schema
○ This is a vocabulary of more than one million symbols
○ Even daily schema changes are more than one person or team can keep up with
○ Schema development is necessarily decentralized

○ Mix of schema languages
○ Apache Avro for streaming
○ Apache Thrift, Protocol Buffers for RPC
○ Platform-specific languages for online and offline storage

○ First and foremost, Apache Hive
○ In-house UQL intermediate language
○ Pure relational schemas represent a minority of data



○ Clearly defined schemas for all data
○ Nothing is “loose”; everything has a type
○ Consistent use of algebraic data types across languages 

○ UUIDs for entities
○ Strong identity for business concepts

○ Implicit ontology of users, trips, orders, vehicles, cities, etc. etc.
○ Standards inherited where readily available

○ E.g. geoposition concepts based on WGS 84, via mobile APIs



○ Well-understood types are duplicated many times over
○ Thousands of timestamp data types, hundreds of UUID types, etc.
○ Top 10 entity types are defined tens of thousands of times

○ Lack of consistent conventions across projects/teams
○ Much is conveyed in names rather than types or annotations
○ Entities and references expressed in different ways
○ Lack of clarity around optionality, “unknown” values, etc.

○ Contributing factors
○ Schemas organized by project rather than topic area → difficult to re-use across projects
○ Shallow semantics of available schema languages

○ Strong semantics usually exist, but are “tribal knowledge”; opaque to tooling
○ Language-specific idiosyncrasies are an obstacle to data integration





○ See the low-hanging fruit in the above?
○ Uber’s data and schemas are not atypical of large tech companies

○ Standardization can help
○ Major challenges:

○ Reconciliation of existing language- and domain-specific conventions and constraints
○ Propagation of schemas and best practices throughout the company
○ Contrast of the actual data ecosystem with the ontology designer’s ideal
○ Lack of established tools and techniques to lead the way



○ Standardized Schemas
○ Controlled vocabulary for all of Uber; internal and external standards

○ Domain Schemas
○ Best practices for schema design
○ “Ontology 101”: assisting domain experts to create better schemas
○ Metrics for schema quality and schema re-use

○ Data Models and Mappings
○ Formal data model (Algebraic Property Graphs)
○ Dragon and Uber-internal tools

○ Connected Data (future; 2020 H2)
○ Progressive data discovery and access enabled by table- and column-level metadata
○ Uber equivalent of linked data



○ Created with a combination of:
○ Proactive surveying of existing types and usage
○ Review of external ontologies. We use LOV!
○ Proposals and diffs from individual teams

○ Some top-level schema categories
○ basic: basic data types
○ company: Uber as a company (lines of business, customer categories, etc.)
○ entities: cross-domain business entities
○ geo: geography and geoposition
○ infra: Uber computing infrastructure
○ math: mathematical concepts
○ meta: metadata (schemas, types, datasets, data classification, etc.)
○ physics: physical units, quantities, and processes
○ time: dates and times, intervals, durations, etc.



○ Overall principles for schema design in any language
○ Language-specific conventions to minimize incompatibilities
○ Examples:

○ Naming of schemas, types, and fields
○ Thorough documentation
○ Backward-compatible schema changes
○ Graceful schema redesign
○ Primitive data types
○ Complex data types (records, unions, and enumerations)
○ Collection types (lists, sets, and maps)
○ Named types (typedefs)
○ Constants and default values
○ Re-use of standardized types
○ Entities and relationships (graph elements)





























○ Uber’s schema languages are overwhelmingly algebraic
○ ...and not only Uber’s

○ What the model needs
○ Primitive types, product and sum types, and also labels as aliases for other types
○ Graph features

○ Element identity
○ Taxonomy of graph elements (vertices, edges, properties, and generalized elements)

○ Formalization is straightforward using Category Theory
○ CT is also strong on compositionality and structure-preserving mappings

○ Note: RDF Schema was seriously considered as an alternative
○ An early version1 of the language supported subclass property inheritance
○ “schema.org for Uber” turned out not to be a good fit

[1] https://www.slideshare.net/joshsh/evolution-of-the-graph-schema

https://www.slideshare.net/joshsh/evolution-of-the-graph-schema








○ Some mappings need to be reversible; others do not
○ Ideal mapping between A and B:

○ A pair (f: A→B, f-1 : B → A) such that f-1∘f = idA and f∘f-1 = idB
○ Rarely, if ever possible; schema languages differ in expressivity

○ Examples of feature mismatches:
○ APG supports disjoint union types; OWL does not
○ OWL supports inheritance; APG does not
○ Protocol Buffers supports service definitions. APG does not.
○ Thrift IDL supports required and optional fields. Protocol Buffers (v3) does not.

○ The trick: stash unsupported features as opaque quotations
○ E.g. comments or annotations
○ Recover them when mapping from B to A

○ A “good” mapping obeys f-1∘f = idA and is relatively injective
○ I.e. does not collapse everything into comments







- name: SessionEvents
  type:
    record:
      - name: timePeriod
        type: Interval
      - name: sessions
        type:
          list:
            list: Event

message SessionEvents {
    message SessionsValue {
        repeated Event value = 1;
    }
    
    // @type Interval
    Interval time_period = 1;
    
    // @type list:
    //         list: Event
    repeated SessionsValue sessions = 2;
}

Dragon Protocol Buffers







○ API and CLI for data model transformations
○ Written in Haskell

○ Deep support for algebraic data types, functional pattern matching

○ “Dragon data model”
○ A unifying formalism for comparing and reasoning about other data models
○ Name credit: Stefania Dumbrava @ Dagstuhl 19491
○ Dragon’s current data model:

○ Algebraic Property Graphs with string indexing (field and variant names)
○ Specific, parameterized primitive types
○ Additional type constructors (enumerations, optionals, lists, sets, maps)
○ Additional features supporting RPC languages
○ Built-in annotations for schema and type metadata
○ Extensible via user-defined annotations



○ Named types
○ “Labels” in APG. Another type together with a type name.

○ Primitive types
○ Dragon built-in primitives: Binary, Boolean, Float, Integer, String

○ Product types
○ YAML syntax: “product”. Trivial product type is the unit type.

○ Sum types
○ YAML syntax: “union“. Trivial sum type is the void type (not used in practice).

○ Enumeration types
○ Syntactic sugar for a sum with unit-typed variants

○ Optional, List, Set, and Map types
○ Syntactic sugar for special sum and product types. Set semantics are not enforced.



○ Used for entities at Uber
○ E.g. users, vehicles, trips, etc.

○ In RDF: IRIs
○ At Uber: any of a number of types

○ Frequently UUIDs, also strings, integers, etc.

○ Field f: a→b is unique if ∃ f-1: f-1∘f = ida



○ Nearly 1:1 with the abstract syntax
○ Used at Uber for

○ Standardized schemas
○ Transformation of schemas into multiple 

target languages
○ Overcoming lack of features in a target 

language, like includes in Avro
○ “Stashing” Dragon features in comments or 

annotations

- name: CurrencyAmount
  description: >
    A specified amount of a specified currency.
    Amounts are always expressed using a factor of 10^-5: 
$1 = 100,000.
    The exponent of 5 comes from the JSR-354 specification 
(Java).
  comments:
    - "Represent a range of money between two 
CurrencyAmounts with the same currency code using the 
CurrencyRange type."
    - "For backward compatibility in Protobuf, compact 
scalar values are used here"
  sameAs:
    - "https://schema.org/MonetaryAmount"
  seeAlso:
    - "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_4217"
    - "http://schema.org/QuantitativeValue"
    - id: "https://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=354"
      title: "JSR 354: Money and Currency API"
  type:
    record:
      - name: amountE5
        type: datatypes.Long
        description: >
          The numeric amount, as a whole number with 
multiplier 10^-5.
          E.g. 1.2345 should be represented as 123450
        seeAlso:
          - id: "https://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=354"



- name: IanaTimeZone
  description: "A named IANA time zone drawn from the Time Zone Database. 
Time zone names are case-sensitive."
  examples:
    - "America/New_York"
    - "Europe/Paris"
  type: string
  seeAlso:
    - id: "https://www.iana.org/time-zones"
      title: "Time Zone Database"



- name: Interval
  description: "A temporal entity with an extent or duration"
  sameAs:
    - "http://www.w3.org/2006/time#Interval"
  type:
    record:
      - name: startsAt
        description: "The instant (inclusive) at which the interval begins"
        type: UnixTimeMillis
        index: 1

      - name: endsAt
        description: "The instant (exclusive) at which the interval ends"
        type: UnixTimeMillis
        index: 2



- name: ResourceManager
  description: “A resource manager used by a Spark application."
  type:
    union:
      - name: yarn
        description: "YARN as a resource manager"
        type: common.YarnApplicationId

      - name: peloton
        description: "Peloton as resource manager"
        type: common.PelotonApplicationId

      …



- name: TemporalUnit
  description: "A standard duration, which provides the scale factor for a time 
extent, or the granularity or precision for a time position"
  sameAs:
    - "http://www.w3.org/2006/time#TemporalUnit"
  type:
    enum:
      - YEAR
      - MONTH
      - WEEK
      - DAY
      - HOUR
      - MINUTE
      - SECOND
      - MILLISECOND
      - MICROSECOND
      - NANOSECOND



- name: Dataset
  description: "A body of structured information"
  sameAs:
    - http://schema.org/Dataset
  type:
    record:
      - name: id
        description: "The unique UUID of the dataset"
        type: DatasetId
        unique: true

      - name: fullyQualifiedName
        description: "The fully-qualified name of a dataset"
        examples:
          - "dwh.fact_trip"
        type: FullyQualifiedName

      …



○ Enable Semantic Web tools and techniques
○ SPARQL queries over schemas (and eventually instance data)
○ Standardized formats for serialization, opportunity for linked RDF data

○ Dragon → OWL mapping
○ Currently used for importing schemas to Protégé and Gra.fo
○ The mapping is one-way and lossy

○ OWL disjoint unions are not tagged unions
○ Most of OWL’s features are orthogonal to Dragon

○ Dragon → SHACL mapping
○ High fidelity: Dragon schemas are a proper subset of SHACL shapes graphs

○ With the exception of minor / incidental features
○ Key SHACL properties for sum and product types: sh:and, sh:xone
○ Also used: sh:NodeShape, sh:closed, sh:datatype, sh:defaultValue, sh:description, 

sh:ignoredProperties, sh:inversePath, sh:maxCount, sh:minCount, sh:name, sh:node, sh:order, 
sh:path, sh:property

https://protege.stanford.edu/


○ 2020 H1
○ Version 1.0 coming soonTM!
○ Watch for an article on the Uber Engineering Blog: https://eng.uber.com
○ Features:

○ Core data types for Algebraic Property Graphs
○ List, map, set, optional, and enumeration types
○ API for data model transformations
○ YAML, Thrift, Protobuf, Avro, Haskell, OWL, and SHACL mappings

○ 2020 H2
○ Abstractions and YAML-based syntax for schema transformations

○ Not to be confused with data model transformations
○ API for (instance) data transformations

○ With guarantees of functoriality
○ Additional mappings

○ Schema docs, Avro (bidirectional), SHACL (bidirectional), others?



 (joshsh@uber.com)
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